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Preface

]4uch attention has been focused on North-East India in recent
.rears The geo-economy of the region offers both prospects and

. problems. Many look at the region as a periphery of the Indian
State Tensions, largely political and ethnic, continue to hamper
hespeedier advance of the region. While there is afeeling in the
-region that the governments had not done enough, it would be
fair to say that the central government and the several state au
thorities have over the years become more sensitive to the people
of the region and their aspirations.

Academicians among others have become involved in exam
ining the process of development and its impact on the lives of

. the people. In this the Indian Council of Social Science Research —
North East Regional Centre at Shillong has played a great role in
bridging policy and planning, peoples aspirations with the con
straints of development and producing an impressive corpus of

.. literature on the region. One of its several activities has been to
organise seminars on pertinent themes and then to publish the
proceedings of these seminars. In October 2003, the ICSSR-NERC

' organised a national seminar on Challenges ofDevelopment in
North-East India in which papers were presented on different
themes. These papers have been edited andnow published in the
series of publications of the Centre. The Seminar was financed by
ICSSR, New Delhi.

! The twenty-three papers in this volume have been grouped
'' in themes covering polity, society, economy, tourism, education

and health. All the authors of the articles are persons who either
live in the, region or have had long academic interest in the
region. Their articles therefore reflect much more sensitivity and
detail of the North-East.
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The editors' work was made much easier with the secretarial
support by the staff of the ICSSR-NERC, whose efforts are grate
fully acknowledged. We put on record our appreciation of the
enthusiastic support of Dr. C.J. Thomas, its Acting Director. We
are rest assured that his effort to publish this volume by Regency
i'ublications will meet the high standards set by the ICSSR-NERC.

David R. Syiemlieh
Anuradha Dutta
Srinath Baruah

Editors: Ajeya Jha, Sangeeta Jha &S. Munjal
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Inaugural Address

M.M.JACOB
Governor of Meghalaya

It givesme great pleasure toassociate myselfwith theSeminaron
Challenges of Development of North-East India. It is in the
fitness of things that theIndianCouncil ofSocial Science Research,
North-Eastern Regional Centre,is organizing thisNationalSemi
nar to focus attention on the challenges of development
of north-east India. 1 thank the-Indian Council of Social Science
Research for inviting me to inaugurate the seminar.

The North-Eastem Region has all along been facing various
challenges towards her all round development. These challenges
cut across the spheres of economy, society and polity. Their reso
lution, as a result, requires a holisticand comprehensive approach
that can unify the interestof variousethnicgroups, and synergize
thestrengths that are inherent in the society, polity and economy.

For the articulation of this holistic approach, one needs to re
alize the essential features of the region, its history, policies of the
Central and State Governments towards the region and its states,
and thedevelopment process that hasbeen takingplacehereover
thepast50years and more. Although the interplayofgeography
and history has made the region a peripheral entityof the Indian
state, it offers both prospects and problems.

The nature of the problem is basically the problem of periph
eral development. As peripheral development is ordered by the
needs of national development, market forces are not strong
enough for the immediate utilization of local resources that
could have led to resource-based industrialization and economic

development.
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Agriculture is the main source of income for vast number of
people living in rural areas. They used to flourish through barter
trade across the border to neighbouring countries, before parti
tion. The Cherrapunjee oranges were known as Sylhet oranges.
The pineapple and many other produces had itseasy route to other
areas of north-east outside the region, reaching up to Kolkata
through Bangladesh. Now, after the source of marketing dried
up, alternativesourcescould have developed. Imean, agricultural
marketing on a sound footing.

The National Cooperative Development Corporation has re
sources andexpertise to help the Cooperatives with sharecapital,
margin, money etc., provided Agri-Processing Cooperatives are
set up. Many of the produces require the help of a nodal agency
toprocure the produces from the villages, process them and mar
ket them to various destinations where the products are in
demand. The Meghalaya ginger isanexample. The quality ofgin
ger is good which has a market in other South Asian Countries
such as Philippines. But ginger needs initial processing and
packaging; there is also the possibility of taking ginger oil outof
raw ginger and send them as value added items to the market.

Raw rubber produces will fetchmore incomewhen it is proc
essed either to convert it as "latex concentrate" or "crumb rubber"
that has more durability. The same is true with cashew nut grown
inGaroHills and pineapple growninmany parts including Khasi
Hills. Organic farming is also another area which has the possi
bility of fetching more income, availing the agricultural practice
of the local people.

Animal husbandry is another neglected area in the region.
The climate is conducive for cattle breeding, piggery etc. But one
is amazed to see truck loads of eggs reaching from far away states
of India, and cattle come to this region by road (footmarch) even
from central India as common man's diet consists of such meat.

Fisheriesare also not properly developed, forcing the people
to depend on fish transported from distant and far away states
outside the region. The experiment of Gujarat Amul Milk Coop
erative should have encouraged production of milk products. All
these require high investment, administrative efficiency and po
litical will.

Meghalaya has abundant coal and limestone, beside other
materials. But no serious attempt has been made to convert this
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exploration of coal and limestone in Meghalaya at a large scale.
Meghalaya also has alot of potential to trade services across the
border. The potential for border trade is also evident in Tripura,
Manipur, Mizoram, Nagaland, Assam and Sikkim,

in the absence of Panchayati Raj Nagarpalika set up,
traditional bodies and District Councils must play a crucial
ole in development. Investment of village level institutions in

land wal happened in Byrnihat, where
in tM t industrialists who are willing to

either micrn n - . ^ '̂ '̂ '̂'''̂ f^gement for small schemes,
^he P^ects, which can cater to
to be made. available at the moment, need

However for all ih 4. i.
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of discussion can a'lnnp h Participation, the urge and quality
endeavour and thp ca ^®™ine the ultimate success of any such

' confidenuSL'PP;.^^ this seminar,to be useful and some of ih ^ of this seminar will prove
lenges for develoompnt •̂ issues with regard to the chal-
attention. hlorth-East India will be given due

I hsvG Sr&sf r^i
every success. ^ '"^ngurating this seminar and wish

CHAPTER 1

Ethnicity, Territoriality and Autonomy
in India's North-East

From Fragmentary Politics to an
Inclusive Social Space

UDAYON MISRA

The entire north-eastern region of India is today caught in a
vicious circle. Assertions of identity often leading to insurgent
movements have invariably had their roots in economic depriva
tion and, these in turn, have acted as major impediments
to development. Therefore, from whichever angle one tries to
perceiveit, the issuesrelated todevelopmentin the north-eastern
region of the country are inextricably linked to the different eth
nic movements and, in several cases, their militant manifestations.
The common refrain that is heard is that development in the
region is destabilized because of the ongoing insurgency and the
rather unstable socio-economic scenario. It is true that the pres
enceofdifferentinsurgent outfits and theirmanner offunctioning
have been adversely affecting capital investment in this region.
But, it is equally true that decades of central indifference to the
region's economic potential has today created the vicious cycleof
insurgency and underdevelopment. The economics of "colonial"
exploitation spurred on by the politics of alienation practised by
New Delhi for several decades after Independence has today
placed the entire region in a very difficult bind. To get out of it
would need serious and unrelenting efforts both at the govern
mental and the civil society levels.
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One is quite acquainted with the course both of the Assam and
Bodo Movements and the severe inter-ethnic clashes that took

place in the region. It is highly disturbing that the focus of several
of these ethnic struggles seemed to have shifted from an anti-state
position to one directed against neighbouring communities.
Moreover, when the issue of territory got mixed with ethnic
demands, the situation grew even more complex. The Indian state
has been responding to these demands by trying to provide
autonomous political structures and also geographical space by
re-drawing boundaries. But in the process, the interests of certain
communities have suffered and ethnic clashes, attempts at ethnic
cleansing, cross-border attacks, road blockades etc., have occurred.
Where boundaries have been re-drawn with a view to accommo

date the wishes of the majority community in areas inhabited by
heterogenous groups, it is often seen that large sections of people
outside particular linguistic/ethnic parameters have been
marginalised and their democratic rights jeopardised. In this con
nection bne may refer to the apprehensions of the plains tribals of
Assam following the Assam Accord and the strong reservations
that the Koch-Rajbonshis have been having over the creation of a
separate homeland for the Bodos. This exclusionist politics of
ethnic identity, often marked by obscurantism and regression, is
bound to adversely affect the development process which is
being increasingly tied up with the global economy. Thus, when
we talk of challenges to development in the north-east region,
we must be prepared to debate seriously on all issues related to
ethnicity, autonomy and territoriallty. The question oi individual
rights and identity needs to be seen apart from ethnic and com
munity rights. Questions related to pluralism and diversity and
the rights ofminority communities must alsobe seen fromnewer
angles. Hence, the question of territoriality, autonomy and the
role of the community must be viewed from a new perspective,
precisely because these issues pose a challenge to the question of
development in the north-east region.

Surely these issues cannot be left to the state to resolve. For,
the state is not in a position to do that. On the contrary, whenever
the state has interfered actively in these issues, they have been
further complicated. Therefore, it is here that the people's activ
ism is called for. It is here that we come to the role of civil society
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10 Challenges ofDevelopment in Norlh-East India

in the north-eastern region. Despite its inherent limitations, civil
society organisations — even traditional power structures — can
play a meaningful role in carving out an inclusive social space.
This may be seen in the efforts of the Naga Hoho in Nagaland
and of the student and youth organizations in Assam and
Mahipur.Efforts must be made to replacestate activismwith peo
ple's activism. This would call for a change in the mindset. The
time has arrived when the different nationalities/communities of
the north-east region must move away from their exclusionist
stances on political and cultural autonomy and work out strate
giesofeconomic co-operation based on mutual interdependence
and inter-action. Reference has already been made to the issues
raised in the Constituent Assembly debates when the members
from the north-eastern region unitedly stood up against the cen
tre to gaincertain concessions. These issues have today gained a
special significance in the context of economic liberalisation and
decentralisation. Moreover, in the past fifty years and more, the
Indian nation-state has also gone through a learning process and
has tried to givesomespace to the different nationalities that con
stitute it. No doubt a lot remains to be achieved in the matter of
community/nationality rights. Nevertheless, it is a fact that
recent years have seen a strengthening of federal ideas and cer
tain genuine attempts to devolve power to the grassroots level.
Therefore, in such asituation efforts must be made to see things
from abroader perspective which would accommodate the aspi
rations of the diverse community groups. It must be realised that
community and group rights cannot thrive in isolation and that it
would certainly beself-defeating in the long run ifone continues
to view matters exclusively from a narrow ethnic position. The
situation mustbecreated which would compel the state to widen
the involvement of the people in the process of government
by making the district councils, panchayats and the traditional
structures of power. It must be remembered that constrictive
ideas of identity and state protectionism must be replaced by
inter-community and inter-ethnic co-operation. Fragmentary
politics must be replaced by an inclusive social space. This is
all the more relevant in the light of certain major changes in the
mtemational scene.

1 Terntoriahti/ and Autonomy in India's North-E^st 11
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